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A DOMINANT DIPTOID ON A PYRITE GRYSTAL FROM GREECE
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ABSTRAcT

A pyrite crystal from the Kassandra peninsula,
Greece is described in detail. The dominasl fs15
is the diploid {321}, whose faces are shown to
consist entirely of minute faces of the cube. octa-
hedron and pyritohedron {210} that intersect to
form minute grofih hillocks on the diploidal sur-
faces. No planar diploid faces could be detected
ev€o with scanning electron microscope photographs
with magnifications up to 1800 diameters.

Souuenr

E. * cristal de pyrite provenant de la p6ninsule
de Cassandre (Gr0ce), la forme dominante est un
diploide {321}, dont les faces sont constitudes enti8-
rement de faces du cube, de l,octa.Bdre et du pyri-
totdre {210} qui forment, par leurs intersecdons,
d'infimes monticules de croissance sur les surfaces
diploidales. Aucuae face diploidale plane n'a ou
6tre .d6cel6e, m6me par microscopie 6lectronique
a^ Dalayago avec grossissement allant jusqu,i 1E00
diamitres.

Cfraduit par Ia R6dastion)

Frc. 1. A sketch of the crystal superimposed on apositive diploid {321}. Fraemenf#t (Fies: 5 and
6) from rhe edge (ljD/Gfr) is tocata near
the lower left corner of the crystal. Frawrent #2
!Fig. a) from the ease e7it\i2) ii ro""i"ojust behind the lower loft corner of the crystal.

IrvrnopucrroN

The Royal Ontario Museum, in assembling
pyrite crystals for an exhibit (Gait 1978) pur-
chased an unusual pyrite crystal from the
Kassandra Feninsula, Macedonia region,
Greece (ROM M35071). Because $uch exam-
ples are rarely seen, and constitute only about
6 percent of the 691 pyrite crystals illustrated
in Goldschmidt (1920), it was thought worth-
while to dessribe this crystal in detail using
the scanning elestron microscope.

THs ChysrAL

The crystal measures 6 x 6 x 3 cm and is
illustrated in Figure 1 where it is superimposed
on a complete positive diploid {32L}. Figure 2
shows the crystals viewed almost nonnal to
(111). The dominant faces represent the diploid
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Frc. 2. A sketch and photograph of the diploid
viewed normal to (lil).
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TABLE I. TABLE OF ANGLES

Angl e

(32r)  ̂ (321)
(2r3)  ̂  (2T3)
( 32'r ) ^ (21 3)
(213)  ^  (oor )
( 2 r 3 )  ^  ( n r )
(ro0)  ̂  (2To)

Measured*
64io
301.
38*o

37i.
20 - 25"
25020'+

D .  &  F .
64" 37r',
3 l  o  0 * '

3Bo 12*',

36"  42 ' ,

22" 12r'
26"  34 '

t .  t i . :  Dana  &  Fo rd  ( ] 932 ) ;  'measu red  w i th  a
contact goniometer; f measured by reflectance.

{321} modified by cube, minor octahedral and
extremely small pyritohedral faces. The latter
san be seen clearly only with the binocular
microscope. No other forms were observed. The
interfacial angles are given in Table 1.

The cube faces are brilliant and mirror-like,
the tiny octahedral fases are less brilliant and
have striations parallel to the intersections
between the cube and the octahedron. The
diploid faces are frosted in appearance due to
the presence of minute grofih hillosks.

The nature of the hillocks first became
apparent when simultaneous reflections were
obtained from the octahedral face (1T1) and
the three apparent diploid faces surrounding it
QZD, Q13) and (132) (Fie. 2); similar
simultaneous reflections were observed from the
cube (100) and the 6 apparent diploid faces
QzD, QzL), Q2\ QzT), (2T3) and (213) (Fie.
l); the pairs of apparent diploid faces adjacent
to the minute pyritohedral faces also gave

Frc. 4. The edge between (32i) right and (132)
left, dividing ihe photograph verticallv, {9!inea
by a strong set of striations (SEM' X150.)

simultaneous reflections; (321) and (321) with
(210), and (321) and (32T) with (2T0). These
various sets of simultaneous reflections strongly
suggested that the growth hillocks consisted of
minute faces attributable to the cube, octa-
hedron and pyritohedron.

Figure 3 is a sketch of the striations on
(1T1) and the surrounding diplold I?99t- 3t
about 80x magnification. The diploid/diploid
edges and the octahedron/diploid edges are
composed of intersecting sets of striations, none
of whictr are parallel to these edges' Another
set of striations is parallel to the octahedron/
diploid edges. These may be seen in Figure 2,
but are exaggerated in Figure 3 where they can
be seen to G composed of intersecting sets of
striations parallel to the cube/octahedron edges.

Smail tragments were chipped from the
crystal for study using the SElvL The locations
on the crystal from which the fragments were
taken are described in the caption to Figure 1'

Ftc. 3. A sketch of the
(li1), (3Zr), (2T3) and

striations on the faces
(132) (approx. X80).

Ftc. 5. The edge between (152) lower
(T32) upper left. (SEM, X 330).

right atrd
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Fro. 6. The texfure on (T32) (SEM), X 1s00).

lragment 2. consists of two diploid faces,
(321) and (132). related to eash other by
tlree-fold symmetry; Figure 4 (SEM, X 150)
sho*s this diploid/diploid edge, defined by a
set of prominent striations in a band dividing
the photograph vertically. All the striations in
Figure 4 are parallel to intersections between
the cube and ocrahedral faces.

Fragment I consists of two diploid faces,
(17) and (ITD, relxed ro each otler by
mirror symmetry. In Figure 5 (SEM, X330) the
edge between these faces runs diagonally from
upper right to lower left. Figure 6, (SEM,
X 1800) taken on (132), shows a detailed view
of the intersecting faces of the cube, octahedron
1nd pyritohedron of which the apllarent diploid
faces are composed. No diploid surfaces were
detected.

CoNcr,usroN

Paradoxically, no actual diploid surfaces exist
on this crystal, even though it is the finest
example of the diploid form on pyrite in the
ROM collections. The diploid surface is com-
posed entirely of billocks formed by the inter-
secting faces of the cubg octahedron and pyri-
tohedron. This conclusion is supported by the
reflectance properties of the crystal and the
SEM photographs.
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